
Sewn Christmas Balls
Instructions No. 414

Difficulty: Advanced

Working time: 25 Minutes

The most beautiful christmas tree balls are definitely the self-designed ones. The sewn baubles are made of christmassy
fabric cuts. Your tree decoration becomes a very special creative highlight. To make the pretty fabric balls for your Christmas
tree, download the motif template.

So you make the Christmas tree balls yourself  

From the pattern, make one Stencil out of one piece of foil or cardboard, transfer it to fabric four times per ball and cut it out.

Pins Pin two pieces right sides together and sew them together on one side, either by hand or with a sewing machine. Then
sew these two pieces together right sides together, except for a turning opening 
Turn the ball over, fill it with cotton wool and close the opening by hand with a mattress stitch 
Cut the ribbon to size (for the small ball about 16 cm, for the large ball about 21 cm), glue the ends together with gemstone
glue to form a loop or sew them together with a few stitches.
Sew on the bead cap with pearl thread and fasten the loop in it 
Finally decorate the balls with the half pearls.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the
sewn fabric is no longer in our range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

576673 Ornament-Bead caps "Flower 1", 6 pieces 1

232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1

347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

642439 VBS Gemstone glue 1

632836 Half pearls, mother of pearl 1

620062 VBS Steel pins, 18 mm, 50 g 1
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